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Instructor's Results by Course and Section (Written Comments) 

 Course Code-Section Comment

1 MTH380-071

Professor MD Abdur Rahman is very knowledgeable and teaches the course content with enthusiasm and very clearly.
He is supportive and accommodating to students' concerns. The quizzes, assignments, and midterm were fair and
expected. I enjoyed this course and it was very valuable because I learned a lot about probability and statistics, which is
relevant to my degree. 

2 MTH380-071 Such a nice Professor. Very reasonable. Only thing is students were stressing because marks took along time to get
back, but its okay. Overall had a great experience. 

3 MTH380-071 best prof, learned so much, very fair marker 10/10 

4 MTH380-081
Amazing professor!! Extremely nice and approachable, doesn’t move on until everyone understands, and listens to all
our concerns and issues. An amazing example of a good professor that actually cares about students I could go on and
on about how great of a prof he is!! 

5 MTH380-081

Dr. Rahman is an excellent professor who clearly cares about his student's success in this course, as well as their
well-being. The evaluations in this course were also very reasonable and directly reflected the content and topics
discussed during the lecture. That allowed me as a student to know that I would have a fair chance at succeeding in
this course if I attended lectures and completed a few homework practice questions. 

6 MTH380-081 Excellent class, the professor is good at explaining concepts and is considerate of the students. He takes time to cover
everything and is great at answering questions. Thank you, professor! 

7 MTH380-081 I think the instructor does a good job with teaching the course. 

8 MTH380-081
The course is organized and runs smoothly. My one critique is that we seem to be behind in the content and I am
worried the last coming weeks of the semester will be an overload of material or we will not learn all that we should
be. 

9 MTH380-081

The instructor is one of the kindest and helpful instructors. Content presented in class is very thoroughly explained and
given time to understand. Evaluations were extremely fair and the pace and structure of the content and course were
all extremely reasonable and good. It was evident that the instructor genuinely wanted the students to learn, which
made it a very kind and motivating learning environment. Extra help was available from resources such as the textbook
which was on par with the precise explanations from the instructor. Overall, an extremely well-structured, encouraging
and well-paced course. 

10 MTH380-081

The professor has been very helpful, understanding and caring towards the students. The professor always replies to
emails. Moreover it can seem as a malls thing but sending important notifications about any changes directly to our
emails has been very helpful. During the class professor tries to explain concepts as clearly as possible, proving extra
examples and answering all questions, moreover taking the time to properly explain a concept without rushing and
throwing loads of information at the students. This is much appreciated, thank you! For further classes, I would wish to
have more practice examples shown during class however I understand that the time limit may not allow this. 

11 MTH380-091
Not a lot to say about this course, I feel pretty satisfied with it, a great course that got me hooked up on statistics even
though I did not think I would like it a lot. Dr Abdur Rahman also just elevates this course with his explanations about the
material. 

12 MTH380-091
This professor really cares about the wellbeing and learning experience of students. He provides enthusiastic and
clearly explained lessons to make learning easier for students. Also I really appreciate the fair and considerate way that
he organized tests and quizzes to ensure that students can perform accurately without being overwhelmed. 

13 MTH380-101
I already did this exact course in high school, so I had already seen all of these concepts before. I could tell that this
instructor was very knowledgeable and enthusiastic when it comes to the subject material. This was one of my favourite
classes of the semester. 

14 MTH380-101 Instructor actually listens to students and accommodates to their needs. The slides are straight from textbook, hard to
engage with the notes and really absorb the information 

15 MTH380-101

The instructor knows the material very well and teaches with enthusiasm, on top of taking feedback and suggestions
from students to improve the course. However, I personally find that simply reading the slides myself and doing
assigned textbook questions is the best method of learning the material, over learning from lectures, but that is just a
personal preference. The lecture slides are all posted from day 1 and are very easy to learn off of, a very good thing to
have for any student. Overall, an excellent combination of a well-organized course, with very to-the-point practical
material, and a good instructor who genuinely cares about the quality of the course. 

16 MTH380-111 AMAZING SLIDES MADE BY PROF!! :) 

17 MTH380-111 Professor was very receptive to student feedback surrounding course organization, and taught the material well. 

18 MTH380-121 He is a very nice prof. He always listen to his students and make adjustments in the course if he needs too. He's a very
patient prof! 

19 MTH380-121

Professor Rahman explained the content effectively and used examples so we could understand the concepts better.
He showed great care for the students. When we raised any concerns about grades or the course management he
promptly solved any issues we were having. Communication about the assignment and quiz availability was always
given well before the start of the assessment. The lecture slides provided were great study tools. A well-organized and
managed course. 


